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Foreword

This study highlights the significance of real-time road weather information to road-
users, but also provides awareness of the potential users’ doubts and suspicions 
towards new services. The study has been carried out by Dorothee Bohn during the 
autumn period of 2013 when she worked as a trainee in the Intelligent Road project 
within the Arctic Power research unit of Lapland University of Applied Sciences. At 
the time, Bohn was completing her studies to become Bachelor of Hospitality 
Management. 

There is a great amount of research carried out in Finland in the road weather 
sector by many well-reputed research bodies. Those researches have made it evident 
that winter road conditions highly increase the accident risks and new services, using 
location-specific information, could significantly lower these dangers. Nowadays the 
technologies have developed to a direction where such services are actually possible. 
In the future the major trend is that we will see more and more vehicle-based data 
coming available as the vehicles will communicate f. ex. location-specific slipperiness 
information from the road. The key is to design user-friendly services out of the vast 
amount of data. 

Even though this type of new services are yet to come more common, Bohn’s 
research verifies that a clear majority of road-users want to access this information 
and preferably while driving through their smart phone applications, navigator 
system add-ons or by digital road signs. These results can be exploited by other 
researchers but it can be also reflected on by companies and authorities when 
specifying and designing new services. It has been my pleasure to facilitate and partly 
supervise this study as it was done very efficiently and it has served the purposes of 
Intelligent Road project. 

In Rovaniemi, June 2014

Heikki Konttaniemi
project manager 
Arctic Power, Lapland University of Applied Sciences
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Abstract

The Intelligent Road System is a technical solution, which aims at informing drivers 
about locality specific real-time road weather conditions while they are travelling on 
roads in the north. This study intends to provide the Intelligent Road project 
respectively the implementation partners with a comprehensive overview of potential 
users’ interest in receiving real-time weather and road condition information. 
Particularly local everyday road users, professional drivers and tourists en route in the 
north were chosen as prospective research populations. Their incitements in using 
such a real-time road weather information system were investigated along with the 
particular information they would like to receive while being on the road and their 
evaluation of a technical application displaying this on-spot specific data. 

In order to obtain a broad overview of various road users’ information needs 
concerning road weather, a mixed methods approach, embracing surveys, semi-
structured interviews plus an online poll was chosen. Specifically, the concurrent 
embedded strategy was employed to widen the perspective on the subject matter. The 
primary data source informing the study is quantitative in form of online surveys. In 
total, 229 responses were received, composed by 217 responses of local everyday 
drivers and 12 professional drivers operating in human as well as in freight 
transportation. The supplementing qualitative part of the research comprises semi-
structured interviews and a poll in an online forum addressing mainly tourists 
travelling in Lapland. The interviews and the poll responses were analyzed in a 
qualitative, summary focused content analysis.

The findings suggest that those three distinct road user groups consider it generally 
very important to acquire real-time and location specific road weather information 
and approximately the same proportion of respondents is also interested in employing 
a technical solution displaying this information while being on the road. Potential 
users evaluate especially road condition information, the recent state of a road’s winter 
maintenance and slipperiness warnings as significant. With respect to a technical 
solution displaying real-time road weather, potential users opt primarily for a 
smartphone application followed by digital road signs.

Moreover, the study uncovered several opportunities and challenges for developing 
the Intelligent Road System from potential users’ point of view. Foremost, road 
weather data has to be converted into accessible and tangible information so that road 
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users can adjust their driving behavior according to the weather conditions. Potential 
users suggested frequently that the Intelligent Road System should not only encompass 
real-time road weather but also deer crossing and other occurrences on the roads for 
becoming a truly supportive system enhancing the overall traffic safety. A major 
concern of potential users in employing a technical solution displaying such 
information is the eventual distraction of drivers. For the Intelligent Road System to 
become a germane tool assisting road users in travelling safer in the north, road 
weather data has to be converted into intuitive information while its technical solution 
is compatible with other road information systems plus offers customization options 
for its end-users.
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1  Introduction &  
Research Objective 

In the north, weather conditions are unpredictable and often lead to dangerous 
situations and accidents on the roads. Especially during wintertime, weather has a 
significant impact on traffic and driving conditions in terms of reduced visibility and 
slipperiness due to snowy, slushy or icy roads (Toivonen–Kantonen, 2001). Those 
adverse weather conditions undeniably elevate the danger of fatal traffic accidents 
(Kilpeläinen–Summala 2007) with estimations in a heightened risk varying from four 
(Salli et al. 2008) up to twenty times (Malmivuo–Peltola 1997). Numerous studies 
point out that slipperiness can be argued to be the most significant weather-related 
accident causing factor (Kilpeläinen–Summala 2007), also because drivers frequently 
underestimate the road’s friction during winter (Salli et al. 2008) accompanied by 
unadjusted driving behavior and driving over speed limits (Heinijoki 1994). Anttila, 
Nygård and Rämä (2001) highlight in their analytical study of crashes during 
wintertime that bad weather and slippery roads habitually surprise drivers. Thus, an 
important contribution for enhancing traffic safety is not only weather forecasting but 
also to make accurate, real-time information about weather and road conditions 
available to drivers while they are on the road. 

The Intelligent Road System is a technical solution in form of a Road Weather 
Information System (RWIS), which is designed to fulfill this task by informing road 
users about the current driving situation through a variety of channels based on real-
time data. Through the provision of locality specific road weather information, fatal 
accidents might be prevented and the overall traffic safety in the north might increase. 
This information system is realized by Arctic Power in cooperation with research 
institutes and universities (the Finnish Meteorological Institute, Luleå University of 
Technology) and various private partner enterprises. The operations are co-financed 
by the EU’s INTERREG IVA program. 

The paper at hand aims at providing the Intelligent Road project respectively the 
implementation partners with a comprehensive overview of potential users’ interest 
in receiving real-time weather and road condition information. For supporting the 
technical development, qualitative and quantitative data from three distinct groups 
of road users was gathered: professional drivers in human as well as in freight 
transportation, local everyday road users and tourists. An additional assignment in 
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this part of the project was the collection of relevant road weather related literature, 
serving as a basis for a scientific publication of the Intelligent Road project. 

This study illustrates different road-users’ readiness and inclination to using 
technical solutions and applications for obtaining real-time road and weather 
information, a specification of data needed while being on the road along with users’ 
evaluation of how this information can be technically displayed in the best way. Those 
research results can be used not only in developing the technical system in a user-
driven manner but also in supporting the promotion of this specific application in its 
commercial realization amongst private corporations. The task is approached through 
the following three research questions: 

•	 Is there an interest in receiving real-time information about weather and  
road conditions while being on the road?

•	 What kind of information concerning weather and road conditions  
do road users need? 

•	 What would be a suitable technical solution for presenting  
road weather information to the users?
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2  Development of RWIS  
in Finland & the Intelligent 
Road Project 

A Road Weather Information System (RWIS) embraces a network of weather stations, 
forecasting services plus the supporting infrastructure in form of roadside equipment, 
the remote processing unit that receives the data and converts it into information and 
the communication system that transmits the data (Ballard 2004, 190). RWIS offer a 
wide spectrum of application possibilities, ranging from supporting efficient road 
maintenance, updating automated or manual alert messages on digital road signs, 
activating self-operating de-icing systems on bridge decks, to web-based traveler 
information systems (Ballard 2004, 191). Especially winter maintenance benefits from 
RWIS in reducing the need for routine patrols, in enhancing the effectiveness as well 
as the proactive use of anti-icing and salting of roads and in improved scheduling of 
maintenance personnel (Bradshaw Boon–Cluett 2002, 11–12). Furthermore, a 
substantial RWIS network provides a higher quality of observational data for 
improved weather forecasting, thus information, which is more accurate, can be 
disseminated to road users for enhancing safer car travels. This issue gains particular 
importance considering the elevated accident risk caused by slippery roads during 
wintertime (see Toivonen–Kantonen 2001). Overall, RWIS play a central yet increasing 
role in contemporary road management and winter maintenance not only concerning 
cost savings but also in ameliorating the security of road traffic. 

In Finland, the development and the usage of RWIS dates back to the early 1970s 
and the European COST 30 project, Electronic Aids on Major Roads, where ice-
warning systems were tested (Pilli-Sihvola–Lähesmaa 2004, 70). Due to positive and 
encouraging pilot results, RWIS were installed in the beginning 1980s in Finland’s 
major cities and the primary responsibility for the development of the Finnish RWIS 
was taken over in 1987 by Finnra, the Finnish Transport Agency (Toivonen–Kantonen 
2004, 51). Since 1992, the whole country is included in the system and the first road 
weather cameras were mounted during the same year. The amount of road weather 
stations rose rapidly; in the winter of 1994–1995, already 200 stations were in use. In 
the beginning of 1995, an Image Product application was introduced, which made it 
possible to monitor images of weather and driving conditions and in the following 
year, the storage of road weather information was centralized in one database server. 
(Toivonen–Kantonen 2004, 51.) Since then, RWIS have been constantly developed 
further in their technical sophistication as well as in their scope of application as the 
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latest solutions of RWIS for example automatically display suitable speed limits on 
digital road signs (Pilli-Sihvola–Lähesmaa 2004, 71). 

Those weather information systems were initially developed for road authorities in 
making winter maintenance more effective yet cost-efficient. As already stated, road 
weather information is also of great significance for everyday road users when 
travelling as well as for professional drivers in human and freight transportation. 
Nowadays, the Finnish Transport Agency provides and operates an extensive RWIS 
with its data being displayed on the organizations’ correspondent web site including 
besides constantly updated road weather announcements also information about 
road conditions, traffic flow, border traffic, road works as well as real-time recordings 
of road cameras (see Finnish Transport Agency 2013). 

However, the obtainable data of above-mentioned RWIS do not cover exact real-
time and on-spot information, which would be easily accessible for road users while 
they are actually on the road. The Intelligent Road Project develops an integrated 
system (The Intelligent Road System) seeking to inform drivers about the location 
specific conditions of the weather and the road ahead. This innovative approach of the 
project is distinctive to aforementioned RWIS concerning the collection and broadcast 
of accurate road weather information, which is composed by stationary weather 
stations and forecast data plus mobile on the road data, provided by sensors installed 
in vehicles. The primarily intended users of this technical solution are local everyday 
drivers and professional human as well as freight transportation companies. 

The center of the Intelligent Road System receives and processes data from external 
weather services, road weather sensors as well as from road users, whose vehicles are 
equipped with optical friction sensors and infrared thermometers. This real-time data 
is sent to in-car display systems or mobile devices as well as to digital road signs, 
displaying warnings and/or speed limit regulations. (Intelligent Road Project 2013.) 
Figure 1 below illustrates the components and the function of the system. 
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Figure 1. The Intelligent Road System (Intelligent Road Project 2013) 
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3 Data Generation & Analysis 

In this chapter, the research design is outlined. First, the mixed methods approach is 
introduced, which provides the study with quantitative as well as with qualitative data 
supporting each other. Specifically, the concurrent embedded strategy, as a subcategory 
of mixed methods approaches, was employed to widen the perspective on the subject 
matter. The primary data source informing the study is quantitative in form of online 
surveys. In total, 229 responses were received, composed by 217 responses of local 
everyday drivers and 12 professional drivers operating in human as well as in freight 
transportation. 

Secondly, semi-structured interviews and online polls as methods for gathering 
supplementing qualitative data are presented. Here the focus was on gaining relevant 
information from tourists driving in the north. Representatives from a car rental firm 
as well as from Rovaniemi’s Tourist Information were interviewed and an online poll 
in a German language online forum concerned with travelling in Finland was 
launched. The transcripts of the interviews and the poll responses were analyzed in a 
qualitative, summary focused content analysis.

3.1 MIXED METHODS APPROACH 

In order to receive a broad overview of various road users’ information needs 
concerning road weather, a mixed methods approach, embracing surveys, semi-
structured interviews plus online polls was chosen. The authors emphasize the use of 
the words ‘data generation’ in opposition to ‘data collection’ to bring out the 
constructed nature of a research process, in which researcher(s) play a decisive role 
(Germann Molz 2013). Data is ‘not just out there’ and metaphorically waits to be 
collected as ripe berries. Instead, researchers actively produce the data together with 
the interviewees, determine the answer scope through the questionnaires’ design and 
subsequently interpret and process the obtained data into textual research results.

Mixed methods combine qualitative and quantitative approaches for gaining an 
ample understanding of research problems in a philosophically pragmatic manner 
(Creswell 2009, 203). Specifically the concurrent embedded strategy was selected to 
provide the study with qualitative as well as quantitative data supporting each other 
and thus widening the perspective on the subject matter (Creswell 2009, 215). This 
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concurrent embedded strategy characteristically employs one phase of data gathering, 
where qualitative and quantitative data are generated simultaneously. One method is 
dominating the research process and the main source of information while the second 
method delivers supporting data as a composite assessment of the research problem 
(Creswell 2009, 214). Table 1 below specifies this study’s data composition. The primary 
source of information is quantitative in form of surveys for reaching a great variety 
plus a large amount of professional as well as local everyday drivers for investigating 
their incitements of using real-time weather information systems while driving. 
Qualitative data as a secondary data source generated through semi-structured 
interviews and online polls provides additional insights especially into tourists’ 
information needs concerning weather and road conditions in the north. 

Table 1. Mixed Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Data Sources

Primary 

Quantitative Data

Online questionnaires in Finnish and English language intended 
for local road users and professional drivers (human as well as 
freight transportation) 

Supplementing

Qualitative Data

Online poll inquiry among German speaking tourists driving in 
Finnish Lapland 

Semi-structured interview with a car rental firm in Rovaniemi 

Semi-structured interview with Rovaniemi Tourist Information 

3.2 SURVEYS

For reaching local road-users as well as professional drivers in a short time period plus 
receiving a broad overview of their needs concerning road weather information, 
structured online questionnaires were created and sent via email to potential 
respondents. The survey contained yes/no answer options, multiple choice and scale 
questions in addition to two open-ended questions. The specific questions were 
concerned with: 

•	 Drivers’ judgment of the importance of receiving real-time information about 
weather and road conditions

•	 The value of different weather and road condition information 

•	 Driver’s assessment of suitable options of technical solutions displaying road 
weather related real-time information 

•	 Drivers’ willingness to use technical solutions for being informed about 
real-time weather and road conditions 
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One of the key issues in using a survey as a research method is sampling (Hammond–
Wellington 2013, 139). According to Altinay and Paraskevas (2008, 89) sampling is: 

The process by which researchers select a representative subset or part of the total 
population that can be studied for their topic so that they will be able to draw 
conclusions regarding the entire population. 

Hence, a common technique for spotting information-rich cases that can illuminate 
the research questions is purposive sampling, which belongs to the category of non-
probability sampling (Altinay–Paraskevas 2008, 101). Non-probability sampling can 
roughly be described as selecting cases according to reasons other than mathematical, 
statistical or random probability. Regarding purposive sampling, the researcher opts 
for cases according his or her own judgment and particular research interest. (Bloor–
Wood 2006, 154.) 

Especially human as well as freight transportation companies are key road users, 
thus emails entailing the questionnaire were sent to those firms operating all over 
Finland. For gaining local drivers’ opinions, the online questionnaire was sent to staff 
and students of Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences (RAMK), to staff of 
Lapland’s vocational college (LAO), to staff of Rovaniemi’s municipal education and 
training consortium (REDU) and to the Intelligent Road project’s partner 
organizations and institutions. The potential respondents are all expected to have a 
driving license and are therefore active traffic participants concerned with the road 
and weather conditions in the north. No differentiations relating to age or gender of 
the respondents were made. Table 2 beneath depicts the response rates of the samples. 

Table 2. Online Questionnaire Response Rates

Human (taxi/bus) and freight 
transportation companies

(n= 82)

 Response rate: n=12

 ~14,6% of the total sample 

RAMK+LAO+REDU 

(n~4100)

 Response rate: n=207

 ~5,1% of the total sample 

Partner institutions and organizations 

(n~ no information)

Response rate: n=10
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3.3 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS & ONLINE POLL

The qualitative part of this research consists of semi-structured face-to-face interviews 
with representatives of a car rental company and the Rovaniemi Tourist Information 
amended by a poll in an online forum. Also here, purposive sampling was employed 
to receive relevant data. The tourist information and the car rental firm are dealing on 
a daily basis with tourists driving in the north and know therefore about their 
information needs concerning weather and road conditions. For reaching tourists 
directly in an easy manner without great costs, a poll in a German language online 
forum related to travelling in Finland was launched. 

Interviews are an expedient means of investigation as Hammond and Wellington 
(2013, 91) state: 

[Interviews allow] the researcher to see an event or context from the point of view of 
the people he or she is researching; interviews are interactive allowing for clarification 
of questions and identification of unexpected themes. In contrast, surveys are better 
suited to getting the broad picture. 

Broad questions prior to the meetings with the interviewees were set up; nonetheless, 
additional or modified questions were asked depending on the evolving conversation. 
This method of semi-structuring an interview grants a greater flexibility in terms of 
obtaining research material compared to fully structured interviews (Hammond–
Wellington 2013, 92). The themes of the study’s interview questions centered on:

•	 Frequency, type and nature of tourists’ questions concerning driving on roads 
in the north

•	 Problems concerning weather and road conditions while driving in the north

•	 Interest in using a technical device/application providing real-time weather 
and road condition data 

•	 Ways of displaying the road weather information to potential users

The interviewees were informed in the first contact email about the inquiry’s scope 
and scale and during the actual meeting, the purpose of the research was mentioned 
again plus personal anonymity was granted. The recorded interviews, lasting both 
around 15 minutes, were transcribed verbatim after the meetings. The spoken language 
during the interviews was English. For the two interviews the abbreviations Car 
rental and Tourist info, as shown in Table 3 below, are used in the consecutive chapters. 
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Furthermore, an online poll (see Table 3) in a German language online forum was 
created, asking similar questions as in the interviews. Attention had to be paid to the 
legal regulations of online forums since those virtual environments are often only 
open to private and personal use while institutional or commercial utilization is 
prohibited. Hence, a forum without limitations in usage was chosen. Also in this stage 
of inquiry, the participants were informed about the purpose of the poll and the 
further use of their answers. The written conversation was later on translated by the 
main author from German into English. 

Table 3. Interviewee and Online Poll Abbreviations

Car rental Car rental company in Rovaniemi 

Tourist info Rovaniemi Tourist Information 

Online poll Poll in German language online forum  
(several different respondents) 

The obtained qualitative data was analyzed in a qualitative content analysis, developed 
by Mayring (1983). Flick (2011, 136–137) summarizes this specific analyzing technique 
for qualitative textual material. After the familiarization and selection of the relevant 
text and the definition of unambiguous research questions, specifically the 
summarizing subcategory of qualitative content analysis was adopted in this study. 
Text passages with the same meaning were summarized under the relevant research 
questions while irrelevant material was skipped. Moreover, the significant transcript 
passages were reduced to their essential meaning. (Flick 2011, 137.) This method is 
suitable in the case of this study since its’ primary interest is in making explicit ‘what 
was said by the interviewees’ and not in ‘how a certain issue was addressed’ or digging 
for a deeper meaning between the lines within the textual data (see Flick 2011, 139). 
Table 4 presents the categories of the qualitative, summary focused content analysis. 
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Table 4. Categories of Content Analysis

Analysis Categories Responses of Interviewees &  
Online Poll Participants 

Tourists’ familiarity with northern road 
conditions 

 Not at all, often afraid to drive in the north, 
especially in winter. However, most tourists 
drive in Lapland during summertime (Car 
rental/Tourist info) 

Frequency of customers’ requests 
concerning northern road weather and 
driving conditions 

Requests on a regular basis via email, face-to-
face or by phone (Car rental/Tourist info)

Types of questions asked 
Safety concerning driving in the dark, road 
maintenance in the winter, road conditions in 
general, deer crossing (Car rental/Tourist info) 

Tourists’ interest in real-time road 
weather information and road conditions 

Especially during winter time questions 
concerning how to drive on icy roads and road 
maintenance, more concerned with general 
information of how to drive in the north (Car 
rental/Tourist info) 

It is somewhat important to be informed about 
current road weather, however, forecast is 
enough (Online poll)

Tourists’ interest in using a technical 
device/application for displaying real-
time road weather information 

Maybe, if price is not too high (Car rental/
tourist info) 

Not at all, disproportionate development, 
concordant call for reasonable and adapted 
driving behavior, devices might distract the 
driver and are therefore a danger to traffic 
safety (Online poll) 

Company’s incitements for providing 
technical devices for real-time weather 
data to their customers 

If the costs are not too high (Car rental)

No, rather a booklet entailing general road and 
weather information and how to drive in the 
north, especially during wintertime (Tourist 
info) 

Ways of displaying the road weather data 
to the users 

Smartphone app or special navigator (Car 
rental)

Booklet or smartphone app (Tourist info)

TV weather forecast/ newspaper/ digital road 
signs (Online poll) 

Additional concerns and road or weather 
related issues that are significant while 
driving in the north 

Emphasis on issues of deer crossing and 
collision with reindeer and moose (Car rental) 

Danger to road safety when watching a 
smartphone display, causing accidents by 
being distracted (Online poll) 
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4  Findings: Road Users’  
Interest in Real-time Road 
Weather Information 

The research findings are presented in this chapter. First, the general interest of the 
study participants, local everyday road users, professional drivers and tourists, in 
receiving real-time road weather information is delineated plus their willingness to 
use technical solutions and applications, which displays such information while they 
are travelling on the roads in the north is revealed. Secondly, the study elaborates, 
which specific real-time information potential users would like to receive while 
driving. Thirdly, potential users’ evaluations of suitable technical solutions displaying 
real-time road weather and driving conditions are examined. 

Caution has to be given to comparing the responses of the three user groups because 
of the numerical imbalance in responses received, 217 everyday local road users 
answered the questionnaire while only 12 professional drivers responded, along with 
the difficulty to equate quantitative and qualitative data. Thus, no direct comparisons 
between the three road user groups can be drawn. The study’s results, however, can be 
understood in terms of signifying trends among the research population, which can be 
employed to engineer the Intelligent Road System in a user-driven manner. 

4.1  RECEIVING REAL-TIME ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION  
WHILE DRIVING: POTENTIAL USERS’ INTEREST 

Since it is the Intelligent Road project’s goal, to develop a system, which informs 
drivers about real-time road conditions of the route ahead, the study focused first on 
illuminating potential users’ interest in receiving this real-time road weather 
information plus their willingness to use a technical solution, which displays this data. 
The first survey question asked the respondents (n=229) to indicate if it is important 
for them to gain real-time information concerning road weather and road conditions. 
As the questionnaires’ results show, everyday local road users as well as professional 
drivers consider it very significant to obtain real-time and accurate on-spot weather 
and road condition information while driving. The majority, 87% of the total amount 
of respondents, chose the ‘yes’ option for this particular question. Figure 2 displays 
the responses of the specific road user groups. 92% of the professional drivers in 
human and freight transportation and 87% of the local everyday road users rate it as 
important to receive real-time road weather information while driving. 
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Figure 2. Rating Importance of Receiving Real-Time Information  
About Road and Weather Conditions

Regarding tourists driving in the north, a similar picture of a great interest in 
information about road weather and driving conditions occurred when analyzing the 
interviews. The interviewed representatives of the car rental and tourist info 
emphasized that tourists are often not familiar with the road and weather conditions 
in the north implying that there exists a great need for information: 

[Question: Do you think that tourists are mostly familiar with the Nordic road 
conditions?] Not at all. Actually, they are afraid about the condition. [Afraid?] Yes. 
Many times they have been asking by email, how can they drive at the wintertime 
when the roads are icy. And they are concerned, and they are little bit afraid. They 
don’t know that we are cleaning up the roads [referring to winter maintenance]. They 
don’t understand that. (Car rental.) 

Consequently, tourists habitually consult the car rental as well as the tourist 
information before driving in Lapland: 

[Question: Do you often get questions about road conditions?] Yes, quite often. They 
ask the weather forecast for the next few days and they always worry about driving 
up to the north. (Tourist info.)

It seems that tourists are very concerned with the driving and road conditions in the 
north since they are not accustomed to arctic winter weather. Beside the general 
information need of how to drive in Lapland when the roads are icy, there persist also 
a clear necessity for receiving real-time road weather information among tourists as 
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the representative from the car rental firm states since this specific data is not displayed 
by regular navigation systems: 

But actually the weather details… they [tourists renting a car] are asking about that 
quite often... And that information not included in navigation systems (Car rental). 

Thus, there exist great prospects for the Intelligent Road System among those three 
study sample populations. This high interest in real-time road weather information 
echoes also in the willingness of the targeted users to employ technical devices and/
or applications which display accurate on-spot information. In total, 86% of all 
respondents (n=229) would use technical applications for being informed about real-
time road weather and driving conditions and in particular 86% of the local everyday 
road users and 75% of the professional drivers, as shown in Figure 3, indicate to be 
keen in using a technical device to obtain real-time road weather information. 

Figure 3. Willingness of Potential Users to Employ Technical Solutions/Applications for 
Receiving Real-Time Road Weather Information

The car rental company showed interest in providing a technical solution or application, 
which displays real-time road weather information for their customers if the price of 
the device would be not too high. Furthermore, the interviewed car rental’s 
representative states that customers would be possibly interested in using such a road 
weather displaying technical solution. 
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It depends about the price. What is cost for us and how much we can ask from clients. 
[Would your customers rent such a device or application?] Good question. I guess yes, 
but depends about the price. (Car rental.) 

When asked the tourist information if the organization would be willing to for example 
install a monitor in their office, which displays real-time road weather data or present 
this information on the homepage, the representative answered in a more contained 
manner and offered instead the idea to produce a brochure for tourists en route in the 
north. This printed leaflet would satisfy more the general information need of tourists 
relating to how to drive in the north when the roads are covered with ice and snow, the 
speed limits in Finland and responding to matters of winter road maintenance. 

[Question: Would you install here some kind of monitor or something, when people 
come in they can see right away what the actual weather and driving conditions are?] 
Maybe not but some kind of booklet maybe…that how to drive in Finland, how to 
drive in Lapland, the things like that. [Maybe you could provide some kind of real 
time information on your website?] Also yeah… we have like a basic information on 
our website that how to drive in Lapland. But of course not everybody find it from 
there. So, for example, some kind of little info booklet. Why not, that might be useful 
for tourists. (Tourist info.) 

With respect to the poll launched in a German language online forum, the respondents 
showed no interest in a technical solution despite digital warning or speed limit road 
signs. A smartphone app was seen as a rather disproportionate development and 
problematic in its technical realization. The respondents opted more for an adapted 
winter weather driving style. 

[Question: Would you use for example a smartphone app or an in the car integrated 
system which display road weather information?] That sounds rather like a horror 
vision, jarring with the worth to travel locale of the far north. (…) I would say that 
nothing replaces an appropriate and anticipatory driving behavior and permanent 
exposure to road information is rather distracting. (…) Overall, I would opt for the 
established LED road signs, which display information about the roads. I think a 
smartphone app is disproportionate, because ultimately there will not be so many 
weather stations on the roads that one could realize a real-time feedback with GPS 
positioning. Thus, if you know what comes ahead on the road displayed through LED 
road signs, then it is enough. (…) I would say it does not need anything like this 
[technical applications, smartphone etc.]. 90% of the people who drive there [in 
Lapland] know the conditions. The remaining 10% are tourists and they drive mostly 
on the main roads. In general, in the north does not, like in middle Europe, suddenly 
oodles of snow fall down. It is just important that the car is equipped according to the 
weather conditions and above all, the driving style is appropriate. That is my opinion 
and forty years of experience. (Online poll.)
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Those findings are somewhat in opposition to the statements given by the 
representatives of the car rental firm and the tourist information. This deviation 
might be explained first by the limited amount of responses received in the online poll 
compared to the great experience of the two representatives, who deal on a daily basis 
with tourists respectively their concerns of driving in the north and secondly, the car 
rental and tourist information employees meet the tourists when they actually face 
the situation of driving in Lapland during adverse weather conditions. Hence, the 
online poll respondents are not confronted directly with the actual weather and road 
conditions. This difference in actual versus probable situation might affect the opinion 
of the respondents leading to altered answers. Moreover, especially the first sentence 
of the above cited online poll excerpt shows that travelling (in the north) has a 
romantic touch. Particularly Lappish tourism is equaled with being a nature 
experience; consequently tourists seek to roam independently and autonomously in 
the wilderness. This romanticism of exploratory travelling is in opposition to relying 
on technical appliances and technical progress per se. Instead, the poll respondents 
trust in their driving experience and rational capability to evaluate weather and road 
conditions. This exploratory idea of tourism offers a further possible explanation for 
the poll participants’ reluctant attitude. 

However, given the findings of the two survey questions plus the interview 
responses, obtaining real-time road weather information is very significant for 
different groups of road users. The survey results show that the same proportion of 
respondents who rate it as important to receive real-time road weather information 
would also use technical appliances, which display this data. Thus, there exists a great 
interest among local everyday road users and professional drivers in real-time road 
weather information and there is a considerable potential that the Intelligent Road 
System would find a ready market. 

4.2  REAL-TIME ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION:  
POTENTIAL USERS’ NEEDS 

Besides uncovering the general interest among different road user groups in real-time 
road weather information, the study illuminates also as how significant potential 
users assess different types of data for safely driving on roads in the north. The 
respondents were asked to evaluate the importance of receiving real-time information 
concerning road conditions, air temperature, road temperature, state of winter 
maintenance, slipperiness warnings, sight and warnings of traffic slowdowns. Three 
optional categories were offered: irrelevant, important and very important. 

Figure 4 below depicts the responses of the local everyday road users. Real-time 
information regarding road conditions, winter maintenance and slipperiness 
warnings received the most ‘very important’ ratings while local everyday drivers 
judge the actual air and road temperatures as the least significant. 
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Figure 4. Rating of Specific Road Weather Information (Local everyday road users) 

Figure 5 illustrates how the sample of professional drivers rates certain types of road 
weather related data. Information concerning current road conditions, location 
specific slipperiness warnings and the actual road temperature gained the most ‘very 
important’ evaluations. Professional drivers judge receiving real-time information of 
the air temperature and sight as the least significant. 

In order to understand the specific need of potential users concerning real-time 
road weather information profoundly, an open-ended question amended the online 
survey. In total 61 responses were received, often entailing several suggestions for 
additional real-time information. Table 5 summarizes the themes of those responses 
numerically descendent. A considerable amount of road users is very interested in 
real-time information of deer crossing, followed by wind speed and storm warnings, 
current snow and rainfall, the actual plowing and winter maintenance condition of a 
particular road section, heavy load transports interfering in the regular traffic’s flow 
and lane grooves. 
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Figure 5. Rating of Specific Road Weather Information (Professional drivers)

Furthermore, selected direct quotations from the open-ended question are cited, 
which provide evidence that especially local everyday drivers necessitate road weather 
information instead of road weather data. As already seen in Figure 4, they do often 
not know how the road temperature relates to the actual driving conditions. Those 
extracts portray additionally the reasons for drivers’ reluctance of using a real-time 
RWIS as they contrast a technical device with their own driving experience and 
capability of judging road conditions. Those respondents mistrust a reliance on 
technical road weather appliances and emphasize instead their rational competence 
as a driver. 
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Table 5. Potential Users’ Suggestions of Additional Real-Time Information 

What kind of additional information concerning road weather and driving conditions 
would you like to receive while being on the road?

Response themes of open-ended question
Number of 
responses citing 
the theme

Reindeer/ moose on the road (deer crossing)

Wind, wind speed and storm warnings 

Plowing and winter maintenance situation of specific road sections 

Snow and rainfall

Weather prognosis/ forecast for the following day(s)

Heavy load transports and other abnormal road incidents (schedules)

Lane grooves

Sudden changes in weather conditions 

Road works 

Polanne (no translation found) 

Alternative routes with better conditions

Sunrise, sunset and twilight 

Road weather for pedestrians 

Dangerous area

Road side erosion

19

9

7

6

6

4

4

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Quotations from the open-ended question (translated from Finnish to English)

Nothing. The driver needs to drive according to the conditions.  
The conditions need to be assessed by the driver on each kilometer, straight road and curve. 

Nothing. The road changes and the driver himself/herself needs to assess the qualities of  
the car and the state of the road surface

Coverage areas i.e. for navigation (f. ex. 3G). Could prepare for offline downloads for maps.  
NB: I use iPad a lot for work purposes. 

Non-translated answer:

‘Hmm, it would be already beneficial to know e.g. why I should know the temperature of the road. 
What does it tell to me as a driver? What is the temperature of the air is +2 but temperature of 
the road [sic] remains -5 - how does that affects [sic] the safety of my driving? How do all these 
measures affect the safety of my driving? How should I adjust my behavior on road if the above 
measures change, what’s the safe correlation [sic] between them? Lots of questions ... but I 
believe lots of knowledge would be beneficial to increase for example safe driving.’

The interviews with the representatives from the car rental firm and the tourist 
information revealed that tourists are foremost concerned with the slipperiness of 
roads during wintertime and the road winter maintenance in Lapland. 

[Question: Which information do tourists need when they drive in Lapland?]
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Is it safe to drive at the dark time, is there a lot of snow on the roads or are they 
cleaning up (Car rental). 

Ice, the slippery and the ice…condition of the roads…how to drive in the winter… is 
this snowing. But basically the ice on the road. (Tourist info.) 

Likewise to the results of the open-ended question (see Table 5), especially reindeer on 
the roads are a problem for driving in Lapland and related real-time information 
would be of assistance for road users. The car rental’s representative mentioned that 
deer crossing causes the most accidents and should consequently be included in the 
Intelligent Road System. 

[Question: Do you think that the Intelligent Road System could prevent accidents and 
help people to travel safer?] I guess yeah... But maybe the biggest problem is the 
animals. (…) If this [the Intelligent Road System] is working so that you are driving 
and its telling about the next 50 km all the time, could be… And if you could somehow 
get the animals…that is the most common reason for the accidents, the reindeers. 
(Car rental.) 

The poll respondents were mainly interested in receiving information about closed 
roads and roads without winter maintenance. They took also here a rather reluctant 
position towards real-time road weather information and stated that weather forecasts 
obtainable in the internet or in print media are sufficient. 

But even with an own car I would be only interested if a closed road is announced in 
time (but for that, regular road signs are sufficient). Or if a road is not maintained 
during winter at all or things like that. Weather forecasts are, especially when you 
are travelling on the roads and therefore all the time “in the civilization” [emphasis 
in the original], available beforehand in the newspaper or if necessary in the internet 
or in the radio. (Online poll.) 

In order for the Intelligent Road System to become a user-friendly, yet helpful tool 
enhancing the road safety in the north, road weather data needs to be transformed 
into information, which is understandable and meaningful for road users. The 
findings from the survey, the interviews and the poll suggest that people are cognizant 
of the danger of slipperiness, which is arguably the biggest risk factor of weather 
related accidents (see Kilpeläinen–Summala 2007), however, especially local everyday 
drivers do not know how the actual road’s temperature relates to this issue. Moreover, 
it shone through that road users are not fully aware of the difference between real-
time road weather information and forecast information. This crucial difference has 
to be clarified for potential users in order that they can make use of the Intelligent 
Road System in a correct and effective manner. 
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Potential users were strongly interested in an extension of the Intelligent Road 
System, covering specifically deer crossing warnings since traffic accidents with 
reindeer and moose occur quite frequently in Lapland. Additionally, wind speed and 
storm forecasts were recurrently mentioned along with the current plowing and 
winter maintenance situation of particular road sections as being significant for road 
users. 

4.3  TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS FOR RECEIVING REAL-TIME ROAD 
WEATHER INFORMATION: POTENTIAL USERS’ SUGGESTIONS 

The third focal point of this study deals with how potential users want to receive real-
time road weather information, providing the project with information of how the 
Intelligent Road System could be developed for its end-users. Different technical 
solutions, covering smartphone and navigator applications, digital warning and speed 
limit road sings, radio announcements and on-board computer displays were 
proposed in the online questionnaire and respondents could choose among those 
options. This question was also amended by an open-ended question to obtain 
additional user input. Figure 6 represents the answers of the local everyday road users. 
The smartphone application and digital warning and speed limit road signs gained the 
majority of responses while radio announcements and on-board computer displays 
received the least reception. 

Figure 6. Users’ Options for a Technical Solution (local everyday road users)
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Professional drivers argue also for a smartphone application in addition to on-board 
computer displays. Car radio plus navigator announcements were judges as least 
suitable alternatives for receiving real-time road weather information as depicted in 
Figure 7. 

Table 6 below represents the response themes of the supplementing open-ended 
survey question, inviting the respondents to suggest additional solutions for informing 
drivers about real-time road and weather conditions. In sum, 40 answers were 
received, frequently entailing more than one suggestion for technical solutions of how 
drivers could be informed about real-time road weather conditions. The majority of 
responses focused on a homepage, where drivers can find information on their 
particular route before starting a trip. Direct quotations from the open-ended question 
illustrate the opinions and concerns of the study participants more detailed. Also here, 
respondents accentuated the contrast between relying on a technical solution and the 
capability of determining road and weather conditions and adjust the driving behavior 
accordingly (see also Table 5). 

Figure 7. Users’ Options for a Technical Solution (Professional drivers)
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Table 6. Potential Users’ Suggestion for Technical Solution

What could be another solution for informing drivers about real-time weather  
and road conditions?

Response themes of open-ended question Number of responses 
citing the theme

Homepage with real-time road weather information, which 
drivers can consult before starting a trip 

Short message 

Map program for tablets (iPad) 

Warnings for the driver through signal sounds 

E-mail 

Social media 

TV

 
22

3

3

3

1

1

1

Quotations from the open-ended question (translated from Finnish to English)

 •  Free TMC service also needed in Finland. Currently I get i.e. the notifications of the Swedish 
TMC services directly to my in-vehicle navigator display but in Finland this service has been 
made chargeable.

 •  Own experience and attitude to follow the safety of the conditions. This nonsense is going too 
far, please quit doing it. The technology does not replace the attitude and experience of the 
driver while driving on the road. You always have to remember what is said in the laws for road 
traffic, the use of common sense would be preferable in traffic, and wouldn’t it be easiest to 
adjust your driving speed to match the conditions and driving skills…

 •  At least not those limits. They are only of trouble. They can show 100 km/h limit even though 
the road is damn slippery (experiences from Kemi-Tornio highway) and then in very good 
conditions the limits can be set down to 80 km/h because of some theoretical fog even 
though the speed could be 160 km/h as there are no visibility problems. And then they give 
you tickets/fine if you don’t exactly follow the limit. And as I said, the road friction needs to 
be detected by the driver in every valley, hilltop, curves, open fields and in forest roads. No 
technologies need to be involved. Remove the car taxation  the amount of electric stability 
control will increase and many accidents are reduced. 

 •  In my opinion all those means that don’t affect too much on the driving / distractions. All the 
previously mentioned: radio, car radio display and signs are the first choice. 

 •  Smart phone app is good because then you can check the weather information before the 
trip. Radio announcement is good for those travelling, f. ex. of weather in the destination. The 
signs with real-time information don’t necessarily “function”, because if you don’t have enough 
important information on them. While on the road, the driver cannot read too long of a text. 
Only changing speed limits real-time is not enough as information of a bad weather. 

 •  While driving alone on a road, you don’t look at your smart phone so the variable message 
signs are a good idea!

As cited elsewhere, the representative from the tourist information opts from a company’s 
point of view for a booklet providing general information of how to drive in the north. 
However, the employee considered also digital road signs plus a smartphone application 
as beneficial technical solutions for tourists travelling by car in Lapland. 
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[Question: What kind of technical solutions would be good for informing drivers 
about real-time weather and road conditions?] This kind of digital road symbols that 
say ice, slow…Yeah… why not… And especially in English because Finnish people they 
know well how to drive in winter but especially in English guides and things like that. 
Also applications to the phone which are like providing real-time information, showing 
the weather so that they can plan…ok, now the weather is getting worse, maybe they 
can think that we can stop and continue later. I think it is a good idea. (Tourist info.) 

Also the poll respondents, as previously mentioned, go for digital road signs while 
they point out the possibility of a smartphone application as a potential drivers’ 
distraction, thus representing a danger to traffic safety. This opinion of technical 
applications distracting the drivers echoes also in the above-quoted responses from 
the online survey’s open-ended question concerning suggestions for technical 
solutions of the Intelligent Road System. 

I would say that nothing replaces an appropriate and anticipatory driving behavior 
and permanent exposure to road information is rather distracting. (…) Overall, I 
would opt for the established LED road signs, which display information about the 
roads. I think a smartphone app is disproportionate, because ultimately there will 
not be so many weather stations on the roads that one could realize a real-time 
feedback with GPS positioning. Thus, if you know what comes ahead on the road 
displayed through LED road signs, then it is enough. (…) For the security while 
driving: The best is to switch off mobile phone & co and watch to road. The less of 
technical falderals, the better the chances for adequate concentration and a 
recreational trip. (Online poll.) 

Those opinions of online poll participants and the survey respondents are in line with 
research results in the field. Indeed, related studies point out the positive effect of 
adaptive digital speed limit and warning signs in the sense that drivers recall them 
better than stationary ones and reduce their mean speed more frequently (e.g. Rämä–
Loma 1997; Rämä 2001). Even though, mobile in-vehicle information technology is now 
seen as a means for increasingly providing locational specific real-time road information 
(Kilpeläinen–Summala 2007), road safety research addresses visual-manual distraction 
of drivers as a major cause for serious casualty crashes (Beanlanda et al. 2013). Beanlanda, 
Fitzharris, Younga and Lennéa (2013) find in their in-depth study analyzing Australian 
road crashes that driver inattention and driver distraction contribute to a substantial 
number of serious traffic accidents beside intoxication and fatigue. They report that 
most drivers’ distraction includes visual-manual tasks and conclude that policy 
interventions should aim at discouraging drivers in engaging in distractions such as 
‘making telephone calls, entering destination details into a navigation device, or scrolling 
through music lists’ (Beanlanda et al. 2013, 105). Clearly, a smartphone application 
informing drivers about real-time weather and road conditions entails visual-manual 
distracting potential as stated by several study participants. 
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5  Implications for Developing 
the Intelligent Road System

Drawing upon the research findings plus the body of related road weather literature, this 
chapter provides suggestions for developing the Intelligent Road System. Overall, the 
study indicates a great interest of different road users in receiving real-time weather and 
road condition information along with an ostensive readiness for using technical 
solutions and/or applications to obtain such information. Conversely, the research 
among different road user groups uncovered also several challenges as well as 
opportunities for developing the Intelligent Road System, entailing issues of a need for 
educating especially local everyday road users in the value and the meaning of real-time 
road weather data, along with the demand of designing the system in a way that it is not 
endangering drivers’ safety. Thus, the Intelligent Road System application has to convert 
road weather data into easily comprehensible information and offer possibilities for 
different road user groups to customize the application according to their particular 
needs. A further opportunity for user-oriented development and a contribution to the 
traffic safety in the north is the compatibility with other road condition information 
systems, such as the planned application, which informs drivers about deer crossing. 

5.1  USER-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT:  
INFORMATION INSTEAD OF DATA 

In order for the Intelligent Road System to be a safety enhancing tool for different 
groups of drivers, road weather data has to be not only accurate and locational specific 
but requires to be converted into tangible yet accessible user-friendly information. 
Notwithstanding the great interest of road users in utilizing a technical application, 
which informs them about real-time road weather and driving conditions, especially 
the open-ended survey questions revealed that drivers often do not know what plain 
road weather data means and how it correlates to their actual driving. The prime 
example is the low evaluation of the importance of road temperature by particularly 
local everyday drivers (see Figure 4), which represents mere data for them in the first 
place instead of concrete information. Besides, the survey shows that the value of 
locational specific real-time road weather information is not fully understood, 
especially with regard to its key difference to conventional weather forecasts. Schirokoff 
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and Tuominen mention in their analysis of road weather services that more than a half 
(62%) of the peak day accidents in Finland happened as weather forecasts’ predictions 
of adverse road conditions were valid. They raise the questions of whether the 
information did not reach the drivers and/or did it not affect the drivers’ behavior. 
Kilpeläinen and Summala (2007) examine the effects of weather forecasts on driver 
behavior and report that even though people acquired road weather related information, 
no direct alterations of their driving performance, such as target speed, headway or 
overtaking frequency were discernible. Moreover, drivers’ own road condition ratings 
were found to not correspond very well to the traffic weather forecasts as road users 
generally tended to deem the conditions better than the forecast. 

Hence, real-time weather information systems offer a great potential to improve 
the traffic safety if the users comprehend the difference to forecast information and 
adjust their driving behavior in accordance to the information given. For this to 
happen, potential users need additional information and education about the 
functions and the benefits of the Intelligent Road System so that the system becomes 
an integral part of their everyday driving. Kilpeläinen and Summa (2007, 296) 
summarize the purpose of RWIS for drivers in the following way: 

To have an effect on traffic safety, a traffic weather information system should be 
easily accessible to drivers, used by a considerable proportion of them, appear reliable 
and, finally, contribute to pre-trip decisions and on-road driving. (…) An example of 
local and temporally accurate warnings is a precise and standardized variable 
message system that displays concrete driving behaviour instructions for example 
current speed limit or overtaking restrictions. 

Moreover, the study results show that potential users are somewhat concerned with 
the possibility of the Intelligent Road System to distract the drivers leading overall to 
negative effects on traffic safety. This relates especially to the favored solution of a 
smartphone application (see Figures 6 and 7), which might distract drivers visually 
and manually. The system requires therefore to be designed in a way that the technical 
solution is not only easy to operate but information is also intuitive and comprehensible 
for its end-users, particularly when they are driving. The research respondents 
suggested voice warnings and in the future, the application could be developed so that 
the information is received by an intelligent car, which adjusts the driving mode 
automatically according to the location specific road condition. 

In general, the research results represent also the discussion of the increasing 
reliance of modern human kind on technical appliances versus human rationality and 
capability to assess situations and act accordingly. Some study participants uttered 
their skepticism towards relying on RWIS when travelling on the roads in the north 
and emphasized instead human sagacity as decisive for evaluating adverse driving 
conditions. Undeniably, the biggest risk factor for the overall traffic safety is the 
human encompassing misjudgments, inattention and imprudent driving behavior. 
The Intelligent Road System offers the possibility to assist drivers in particularly those 
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issues if the road weather data is processed into concrete information and/or even 
recommendations for adjusting the driving behavior. 

5.1  USER-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT:  
COMPATIBILITY AND CUSTOMIZABILITY 

A reoccurring theme in the survey as well in the interview results was the issue of deer 
crossing, referring here in the north especially to reindeer and moose on the roads. 
There are over one thousand elk collisions per year in Finland (Liikenneturva 2013) 
and approximately four thousand reindeer are annually run over by cars in Finnish 
Lapland (Reindeer in Traffic). Thus, deer crossing is a major issue regarding traffic 
safety in the north and the study participants were very interested in receiving related 
real-time information while driving. From the point of view of user-friendliness and 
applicability it would be a great development if this particular information could be 
integrated into the Intelligent Road System’s technical end-user solution. There is 
currently another project going on, which deals with the realization of a deer crossing 
driver information system. However, both projects should collaborate in making their 
systems compatible for enhancing the overall traffic safety in the north. For potential 
users it is crucial to obtain road weather and driving condition information in an easy 
manner so that they are not forced to integrate information from many sources in the 
same time or make even decisions, which application to use while driving. For a 
profound user-friendliness, the Intelligent Road System necessitates to be compatible 
with other road information systems in order to increase the value of the application 
as such along with the potential to contribute in the most effective way to traffic safety. 

In addition, the study stresses that there are differences concerning the information 
need between road user groups. For tourists driving in the north during winter, 
especially general information of how to drive on icy roads plus answering questions 
relating to winter maintenance of roads was most significant. Beside the provision of 
a technical solution informing them about real-time road weather conditions, the 
representative of the tourist information suggested to produce a booklet featuring this 
general information. Local everyday road users require mostly information instead of 
plain road weather data while professional drivers are more familiar with the meaning 
of road weather data. Hence, a favorable technical solution of the Intelligent Road 
System would offer customizability options for potential users so that they can choose 
what kind of information they would like to receive while driving and how this 
particular information is presented to them, as data or in form of concrete advice for 
driving behavior adjustment. By those means, a great variety of different road users 
might be attracted to employ the Intelligent Road System as an integral and effective 
tool supporting road trips, whether for leisure or work related, in the north. 

The goal of the Intelligent Road project should be the development of a compact 
user-friendly RWIS application, which is easily comprehensible and customizable for 
attracting a great variety of users. Moreover, potential users favor the idea that the 
technical solution displays not only road weather related info but covers also deer 
crossing and incidents influencing regular traffic. 
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6 Conclusions 

The findings of the study indicate that local everyday road users and professional 
drivers rate it as very important to receive accurate real-time road weather information 
along with a great interest among those groups to make use of technical solutions 
informing them while driving about the current situation of the road ahead. 
Approximately the same proportion of respondents who consider real-time road 
weather information as significant for driving in the north would also employ a 
technical solution displaying this information. Specific information favored by 
potential Intelligent Road System users encompasses generally the current state of the 
road, the winter maintenance situation of a particular road section and slipperiness 
warnings. However, information needs vary among different road user groups due to 
their familiarity of the roads in the north, the state of a driver’s training and 
professional background. With regard to the technical realization of the Intelligent 
Road System, a smartphone application followed by digital road signs and navigator 
system add ons were chosen to be the most suitable by potential users. 

Given the research results, several opportunities as well as challenges for the 
development of the Intelligent Road System were revealed. Foremost, plain road 
weather data is neither sufficient nor meaningful for particularly local everyday road 
users and the Intelligent Road System is required to transform this data into 
comprehensive information. The open-ended survey questions revealed that the 
crucial difference between forecast and real-time road weather information is not 
thoroughly understood and the system necessitates also educating drivers about the 
correct integration of the technical solution into everyday driving habits. Thus, the 
Intelligent Road System should provide customization options for being adaptable to 
different road users’ information needs, leading to a greater attractiveness of the 
system as such. Besides, potential users were very interested in a road information 
system, disseminating not only road weather but also real-time deer crossing and 
irregular incidents interfering into the traffic flow, such as road constructions or 
heavy load transports. The Intelligent Road System should therefore be designed to 
being either fully compatible with other driver information systems or include 
aforesaid information.

The main challenge in the development of the Intelligent Road System the study 
participants touched on concerned the distractive potential of a technical solution, 
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which is used while driving. Road safety related research emphasizes especially visual-
manual distraction of drivers as a major accident causing factor. For the Intelligent 
Road System to become a safety enhancing tool, its technical solution has to display 
information in a cognitively easy absorbable manner so that drivers’ attention on the 
road traffic is not drawn off. Respondents proposed voice alerts as an alternative to 
visual presentation of weather and road condition information. 

In conclusion, there exist great prospects for a commercial development of the 
Intelligent Road System as the majority of the study participants showed interest to 
make use of such an application. However, its technical implementation requires for 
being truly user-friendly not only the conversion of weather data into intuitive 
information but also options for customizability plus compatibility with other road 
information systems. 
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Besides illuminating the interest among local, touristic and professional road users in 
using technology for being informed about real-time weather information, 
thematically relevant literature, which is indented to serve as a basis for a scientific 
publication, was collected. A folder with pdf documents was created and sent to the 
project manager Heikki Konttaniemi as the amount of articles was too large to attach 
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paper: IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Computer Communication 
and Processing (ICCP), 2013.
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Research Board. 1627/1998. DOI10.3141/627-07
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http://www.vtt.fi/vtt_show_record.jsp?target=julk&form=sdefe&search=61160
http://www.ectri.org/YRS09/Papiers/Session4/Sihvola_N_Session4_Transport_

Safety%282%29.pdf
http://alk.tiehallinto.fi/julkaisut/pdf2/3201096-v-kuljett_kasityk_kelista.pdf
http://alk.tiehallinto.fi/julkaisut/pdf2/3201095-v-liikennesaatied_toteut_ja_arv.pdf
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Appendix B: Survey for Local Road Users in Finnish
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Road slipperiness is inevitable especially in the Nordic regions. However, 
modern technologies can enable services where high resolution road surface 
condition and road weather information is communicated to road users. Steps 
towards this kind of service development have been taken in the Intelligent 
Road project, which is implemented jointly with Lapland University of Applied 
Sciences, Luleå University of Technology and Finnish Meteorological Institute. 
The idea is to demonstrate a system which is able to deliver short-term and 
location-specific slipperiness information to road users. 

This study shows that everyday road users and professional transport rate 
is as very important to receive accurate real-time road weather information 
along with a great interest to make use of technical solutions informing them 
of the current situation of the road ahead. The most favourable technical 
solutions are smart phone applications, digital road signs and navigator 
system add-ons. The answers from the road users pose many opportunities 
but also challenges for developing and commercializing the Intelligent Road 
system. 
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